EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO STAY FIT & HEALTHY
FUEL YOUR BODY

BIOGLAN SUPERFOODS
CRISPS
Tropical
18g
$4.95

BIOGLAN SUPERFOODS
NUTS
Cacao Almonds
90g
Also available in Maple Maca Cashews.
$7.95 ea

RAW C
COCONUT WATER
330ml
$2.99

RAW C
COCONUT WATER
330ml
$2.99

PALEO HERO PRIMAL MUESLI
750g
$29.70

BIOGLAN SUPERFOODS
BITES
Coconut & Cacao
48g
Also available in Citrus & Chia.
$3.95 ea

BSc GREEN TEA TX100*
Probiotic Fat Burner
20 Pack of 3g Sachets
Assorted fruit flavours.
$19.95
VALUE $24.95^*

KARMA WELLNESS WATER
Orange Mango
600ml
$3.95 ea
VALUE $4.45^*

Also available in Passionfruit Green Tea or Açai Pomeberry.

JOIN IMPROMY, AUSTRALIA’S MOST EFFECTIVE WEIGHT LOSS PROGRAM TO...

Join or weigh-in with your consultant for your chance to WIN.

WIN AN IMPROMY GET ACTIVE PACK Valued at $200^*

1 of 18 Get Active Packs

Terms & Conditions: Offer is available to Impromy members that sign up to the Impromy Program in participating Malouf Pharmacies within the period 1st May 2016 to 31st May 2016 and purchase an Impromy Membership Pack or conduct an Impromy consultation involving a weight measurement. Offer is not transferable or exchangeable and cannot be taken as cash. Offer is only redeemable once per customer. For full terms and conditions, visit www.impromy.com

Join or weigh-in with your consultant for your chance to WIN.

* Clinically tested by CSIRO.
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Do you suffer with Reflux? Bloating? Gas? Tummy Rumbling?

Over 30% of the Australian population have the potential to suffer food intolerances or allergies when they eat gluten, dairy, soy and other plant products. Biohawk has discovered the way to break down the proteins that cause food intolerances, allergies and other serious diseases using a blend of natural gingers.

“I love knowing that I’m feeding my body the best quality supplement available.”

Luke Istomin
Fitness Guru - Acclaimed fitness coach to Nicole Kidman, Hugh Jackman & Leonardo DiCaprio

Save $10 off The Lifespace Range

LIFESPACE UROGENITAL SHIELD FOR WOMEN* 60 Capsules $29.99 VALUE $39.99

LIFESPACE DOUBLE STRENGTH PROBIOTIC* 30 Capsules $29.99 VALUE $39.99

LIFESPACE BROAD SPECTRUM PROBIOTIC* 60 Capsules $28.99 VALUE $38.99

LIFESPACE PROBIOTIC FOR PREGNANCY* 60 Capsules $31.99 VALUE $41.99

LIFESPACE PROBIOTIC FOR 60+ YEARS* 60 Capsules $28.99 VALUE $38.99

ACTIVATED NUTRIENTS
DAILY SUPERFOOD FOR WOMEN OR MEN* 224g
- 93% of Australians aren’t getting enough nutrients - are you?
- Feel and perform like the top 7% with this 100% wholefood-based superfood/multivitamin powder.
- Formulated separately for men and women by a leading Australian dietitian and former CSIRO scientist with reds, greens, digestive enzymes, pre/probiotics and herbs.
- Boost your health with a full array of naturally occurring vitamins and vital co-nutrients.

$59.95 ea

^Savings and values are calculated based on the recommended retail price as provided by the supplier and not necessarily previous in store price.
*Always read the label. Use only as directed. If symptoms persist contact your healthcare professional.
PURCHASE ANY ITEM FROM THIS CATALOGUE FOR YOUR CHANCE TO...

WIN

THIS GYM BAG BEAUTY ESSENTIALS PRIZE PACK

VALUED AT OVER $260^
CHEMISTS’ OWN

DICLOFENAC*
Anti-inflammatory Pain Relief Gel 50g
$9.99
VALUE $11.95^*

MEDI-PAK

UNIVERSAL WRAP*
$17.90
VALUE $19.95^*

DEEP HEAT
BACK PATCHES*
Extra Large 2 Pack
$7.99
VALUE $9.95^*

VOLTAREN
RAPID 25MG*
20 Tablets
$12.99

VOLTAREN EMULGEL*
50g
$12.99
VALUE $14.95^*

VALUE $11.95^*

VALUE $8.95^*

PAIN AWAY
SPORTS SPRAY*
120ml
SPORTS CREAM*
70g
$15.99 ea
VALUE $24.95^*

ROLL-ON*
35g
$12.99
VALUE $19.95^*

^Savings and values are calculated based on the recommended retail price as provided by the supplier and not necessarily previous in store price.

*Always read the label. Use only as directed. If symptoms persist contact your healthcare professional.
Managing pain and inflammation has never been easier, with CoolXChange® innovative 2 in 1 Gel Bandage. CoolXChange Gel Bandage provides cooling and compression therapy in one simple step, helping you recover from muscle sprains and strains faster and more effectively.

- Clinically proven to decrease skin and muscle temperature for up to 2 hours, without causing ice burns.
- No refrigeration required - ready to use on the go.
- Self-adhesive and reusable.

**CoolXChange® Compression & Cooling Gel Bandage**

- **Regular**
  - Value $14.95
  - From $12.99
- **Large**
  - Value $24.95
  - From $22.99

**ADHESIVE SPRAY**

- 150g
- Value $23.95
- $19.95 ea

**COLD SPRAY**

- 200ml
- Value $23.95
- $19.95 ea

**THE TEAM SPORTS FIRST AID KIT**

- 66 Pieces
- Value $49.95
- $44.95

**FREE INSTANT COLD PACK**

- Valued at $7.99
- WHEN YOU BUY ANY 2 SURGIPACK, VICTOR OR BODYPLUS PRODUCTS:

**FREE MEDICAL SCISSORS**

- Valued at $14.95
- WHEN YOU BUY ANY 2 ROLLS OF D3 TAPE.
ULTRALIEVE
GEL*
250ml
Ultralieve Conductive Gel has been specifically developed to conduct Ultralieve’s ultrasound waves deep into the tissue. $17.95 VALUE $19.95^*

PAINMATE*
Ideal for pain relief in the back, arms and legs. $44.99 VALUE $49.99^*

PAINMATE* TAPES & BANDAGES
RELIEF & RECOVERY
ULTRALIEVE
ULTRASOUND THERAPY DEVICE*
Recover from sporting injuries, aches and strains quicker than ever with the Ultralieve Pro. Using therapeutic ultrasound technology, this remarkable gadget will gradually support the body’s natural healing processes and help rebuild damaged soft tissue, so you can avoid taking costly trips to the physio. $199 VALUE $249.95^*

OMRON
HVF128 SOOTHING RELIEF TENS THERAPY DEVICE*
• Compact and portable hand held unit
• Non-invasive relief of pain
• Management of muscular injuries
• Improve blood circulation
• 12 automatic therapy modes
• 4 year warranty when registered online at www.omronhealthcare.com.au
Do not use this device in combination with electronic implants such as pacemakers. $159.95 VALUE $179.95^*

ULTRALIEVE
GEL*
250ml
Ultralieve Conductive Gel has been specifically developed to conduct Ultralieve’s ultrasound waves deep into the tissue. $17.95 VALUE $19.95^*

PAINMATE*
Ideal for pain relief in the back, arms and legs. $44.99 VALUE $49.99^*

PAINMATE* TAPES & BANDAGES
RELIEF & RECOVERY
ULTRALIEVE
ULTRASOUND THERAPY DEVICE*
Recover from sporting injuries, aches and strains quicker than ever with the Ultralieve Pro. Using therapeutic ultrasound technology, this remarkable gadget will gradually support the body’s natural healing processes and help rebuild damaged soft tissue, so you can avoid taking costly trips to the physio. $199 VALUE $249.95^*

OMRON
HVF128 SOOTHING RELIEF TENS THERAPY DEVICE*
• Compact and portable hand held unit
• Non-invasive relief of pain
• Management of muscular injuries
• Improve blood circulation
• 12 automatic therapy modes
• 4 year warranty when registered online at www.omronhealthcare.com.au
Do not use this device in combination with electronic implants such as pacemakers. $159.95 VALUE $179.95^*

ULTRALIEVE
ULTRASOUND THERAPY DEVICE*
Recover from sporting injuries, aches and strains quicker than ever with the Ultralieve Pro. Using therapeutic ultrasound technology, this remarkable gadget will gradually support the body’s natural healing processes and help rebuild damaged soft tissue, so you can avoid taking costly trips to the physio. $199 VALUE $249.95^*

OMRON
HVF128 SOOTHING RELIEF TENS THERAPY DEVICE*
• Compact and portable hand held unit
• Non-invasive relief of pain
• Management of muscular injuries
• Improve blood circulation
• 12 automatic therapy modes
• 4 year warranty when registered online at www.omronhealthcare.com.au
Do not use this device in combination with electronic implants such as pacemakers. $159.95 VALUE $179.95^*
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THUASNE
CONDYLEX TENNIS ELBOW
Available in 2 sizes
To prevent recurrence of lateral or medial epicondylitis (tennis elbow/golfers elbow), the strap offloads tendon insertions on the medial and lateral epicondyles whilst the foam absorbs vibrations.

$15.96 VALUE $19.95

THUASNE
MALLEO ACTION ANKLE SUPPORT
Available in 5 sizes
Compressive elastic ankle support, for relief of mild, unidentified pain, proprioception and resumption of activities after injury. Elastic fabric (20-36 mmHg/27.1-48hPa) provides good support and proprioception. Anatomically shaped with comfort zone over the malleoli (ankle bone) and patented pull tabs to make the support easier to pull on.

$23.96 VALUE $29.95

THUASNE
MALLEO DYNASTAB ANKLE SUPPORT
Available in 3 sizes
For tibiofibular ligament sprains, mild to moderate lateral ligament sprains; chronic laxity; resumption of pivoting sports activities following a sprain. Maximum immobilisation with rigid light metal stays and support strapping. Anatomically-shaped with breathable, 3D knit fabric for comfort. Stays may be repositioned for comfort over malleoli (ankle bones) or removed for adjustable levels of support. Slim fitting to be worn in all types of shoes.

$63.96 VALUE $79.95

THUASNE
GENUEXTREM KNEE BRACE
Available in 6 sizes
Elastic knee support with lateral reinforcements, for relief of mild, unidentified, pain, proprioception and resumption of activities after injury. Elastic fabric providing good support and proprioception. Anatomically shaped with extra zones over the kneecap and behind the knee for comfort. Flexible lateral reinforcements provide good support. Silicon ‘anti-slip zone’ helps stop the brace sliding down. Patented pull tabs make the support easier to put on.

$35.96 VALUE $44.95

Thermoskin

THERMOSKIN
ELASTIC KNEE SUPPORT
Available in S, M, L or XL

$21.99 ea VALUE $24.99

THERMOSKIN
ELASTIC ANKLE SUPPORT
Available in S, M, L or XL

$17.99 ea VALUE $19.99

20% OFF
THUASNE SPORTS BRACES

THUASNE
ELASTIC KNEE SUPPORT
Available in S, M, L or XL

$21.99 ea VALUE $24.99

THUASNE
ELASTIC ANKLE SUPPORT
Available in S, M, L or XL

$17.99 ea VALUE $19.99

Discover the full THUASNE range in store!

MALOUF PHARMACIES ACTIVE LIFESTYLE CATALOGUE 2016
**SPORTING AIDS & ACCESSORIES**

### HEARTSURE
**A320 PULSE OXIMETER**
- Measures oxygen saturation level in your blood and pulse rate
- Ideal for monitoring respiratory conditions, pre/post-operative conditions and pre/post-exercise
- Lightweight and portable
- Visual and sound alarm function
- 2 year warranty

**Value** $79.99  
**Retail** $89.95

### OMRON
**HEM7322 PREMIUM BLOOD PRESSURE MONITOR**
- Irregular heartbeat detection
- Body movement detection
- Averaging function
- Cuff wrapping guide indicator
- Medium/Large arm cuff
- 4 year extended warranty when registered online at www.omronhealthcare.com.au

For people with high blood pressure. Consult your doctor to evaluate the readings. Check your device periodically for accuracy.

**Value** $159.95  
**Retail** $179.95

### MICROLIFE
**AFIB BLOOD PRESSURE MONITOR**
- Microlife AFIB technology detects atrial fibrillation
- MAM technology - 3 automatic measurements
- Universal cuff 22-42cm
- 3 year guarantee
- Clinically tested and validated

**Value** $169.95  
**Retail** $189.95

### OMRON
**HN289 GLASS WEIGHT SCALE MIDNIGHT BLACK**
- Stylish midnight black finish
- 4 sensor accuracy technology
- 4 year extended warranty when registered online at www.omronhealthcare.com.au

**Value** $49.95  
**Retail** $58.95

### OMRON
**HJ005 PEDOMETER**
- Get your 10,000 steps a day
- Extra-large screen size
- 4 year warranty when registered online at www.omronhealthcare.com.au

**Value** $17.99  
**Retail** $20.95

### SURGIPACK
**HOT & COLD CLAY PACK**
- Medium
  - **Value** $11.99  
  - **Retail** $14.39
- Large
  - **Value** $19.99  
  - **Retail** $24.50

**Value** $7.99  
**Retail** $6.99

### SURGIPACK
**INSTANT COLD PACK**
- **Value** $16.95  
  - **Retail** $13.99
- **Value** $24.95  
  - **Retail** $19.99

### SURGIPACK
**HEAVY DUTY GEL COLD PACK**
- **Value** $13.99  
  - **Retail** $16.95
- **Value** $19.99  
  - **Retail** $24.95

### SURGIPACK
**INSTANT COLD PACK**
- **Value** $6.99  
  - **Retail** $7.99

### SURGIPACK
**MOUTHGUARDS**
- Available in Junior Blue Mint, Junior Red Mint, Senior Black Mint or Senior Clear Mint.
- **Value** $8.45 ea  
  - **Retail** $9.95

---

*^Savings and values are calculated based on the recommended retail price as provided by the supplier and not necessarily previous in store price.

*Always read the label. Use only as directed. If symptoms persist contact your healthcare professional. *While stocks last. *One gift per customer. *Must be purchased in one transaction.*
**BLACKMORES**
SUPER MAGNESIUM+*
100 Tablets

**BLACKMORES**
MEGA MAGNESIUM POWDER*
200g

**BLACKMORES**
ONCE DAILY*
60 Capsules
Available in Women’s Multi Energy Boost or Men’s Multi Performance. Get more from your multivitamin with tailored 2 in 1 formulas that have the EXTRA benefit of additional energy and performance ingredients which help to relieve fatigue or stress.

**NATURE’S OWN**
JOINT SWELLING RELIEF*
50 Tablets

**ETHICAL NUTRIENTS**
MEGA MAGNESIUM POWDER*
200g
Do you feel stressed? Want relief from muscular aches, pains, cramps and spasms? Ethical Nutrients Mega Magnesium Powder contains exclusive and highly absorbable Meta Mag® Magnesium diglycinate in delicious, naturally sweetened Raspberry or Citrus flavours. Tablets are also available for convenience.

**CENOVIS**
ONCE DAILY*
60 Capsules

**BEROCCA PERFORMANCE**
30 Effervescent Tablets*
Mango & Orange
Also available in Original or Orange.

**FAULDING REMEDIES**
GLUCOSAMINE HYDROCHLORIDE 1500mg*
100 Tablets

**Speak to your Malouf Pharmacies Health Professional today to view the full Medlab Clinical Nutraceutical and Vitamin Range.**

* Available Instore Now For Professional Use Only
OSTELIN
VITAMIN D 1000 IU*
275 Gel Capsules
STRONG WOMEN NEED STRONG BONES
• Vitamin D is essential for calcium absorption. A diet deficient in calcium can lead to osteoporosis in later life.
• Vitamin D helps keep muscles and bones strong.
• Australia’s #1 Vitamin D brand
  #1 Selling Vitamin D brand by unit sold in Australian Grocery and Pharmacy, Aztec Scan Sales, National Units MAT to 02/09/11.

NATURE’S OWN
ODOURLESS FISH OIL 1000MG*
200 Capsules
A rich source of Omega-3
• Helps maintain heart and joint health and healthy brain function
• Maintains general health and wellbeing

$14.95 VALUE $23.95^$

WAGNER
TOTAL CALCIUM COMPLETE*
150 Tablets
A comprehensive Calcium supplement formulated to strengthen bone and tissue in adults and children over 12. It contains Vitamin D and K for additional bone health support.

$17.49 VALUE $30.49^$

BLACKMORES
EXERCISE MULTI*
72 Tablets
Blackmores Exercise Multi is specifically formulated to support daily energy and exercise performance.

$22.99 VALUE $26.99^$

MGBODY
MAGNESIUM ROLL ON*
75ml
MAGNESIUM SPRAY*
125ml
Magnesium is required for normal healthy muscle relaxation. MgBody Magnesium is a simple, effective and efficient topical application.

$11.50 VALUE $15.95^$ $14.50 VALUE $19.95^$

OSTELIN
VITAMIN D 1000 IU*
275 Gel Capsules
STRONG WOMEN NEED STRONG BONES
• Vitamin D is essential for calcium absorption. A diet deficient in calcium can lead to osteoporosis in later life.
• Vitamin D helps keep muscles and bones strong.
• Australia’s #1 Vitamin D brand
  #1 Selling Vitamin D brand by unit sold in Australian Grocery and Pharmacy, Aztec Scan Sales, National Units MAT to 02/09/11.

$26.99 VALUE $49.99^$

BLACKMORES
EXERCISE MULTI*
72 Tablets
Blackmores Exercise Multi is specifically formulated to support daily energy and exercise performance.

$22.99 VALUE $26.99^$

FAULDiNG
PROBIOTICS IBS SUPPORT*
30 Capsules
Faulding Probiotics are fridge free and have 25 million good bacteria in every capsule to help support your general wellbeing.

$15.99 VALUE $19.99^$

WAGNER
TOTAL CALCIUM COMPLETE*
150 Tablets
A comprehensive Calcium supplement formulated to strengthen bone and tissue in adults and children over 12. It contains Vitamin D and K for additional bone health support.

$17.49 VALUE $30.49^$

WAGNER
KYOLIC HIGH POTENCY +COQ10 *
60 Capsules
A high potency Aged Garlic Extract™ combined with CoQ10, this healthy heart formula helps support a healthy cardiovascular system and may assist in maintaining normal blood pressure and cholesterol levels.

$25.99 VALUE $40.99^$

Ancient spice proves to be hot news for arthritis sufferers

Curcumin, the active component of the yellow spice turmeric, has a strong anti-inflammatory action so it may help to calm the inflammation and pain of arthritis, and get you moving again.

Curcumin has a long history of traditional use as a potent anti-inflammatory, as well as trials showing it to benefit inflammatory diseases such as arthritis.1

Regular curcumin formulations may not work best for you – speak to one of our experienced Pharmacists to find out more about a high quality, clinically trialled curcumin with dramatically increased solubility and absorption. It may help provide natural antioxidant support and reduce your joint inflammation associated with arthritis.


Speak to your Malouf Pharmacies healthcare professional about choosing a therapeutic range of supplements.

^Savings and values are calculated based on the recommended retail price as provided by the supplier and not necessarily previous in store price.

*Always read the label. Use only as directed. If symptoms persist contact your healthcare professional.
PURCHASE ANY ITEM FROM THIS CATALOGUE FOR YOUR CHANCE TO...

WIN GOLD TICKETS TO STATE OF ORIGIN GAME II AT BRISBANE’S SUNCORP STADIUM

2 PAIRS OF GOLD TICKETS UP FOR GRABS
VALUED AT OVER $970

RUNNER UP PRIZE
ONE OF 2 FITBIT FLEX BANDS
VALUED AT $129.95 EACH

◊ To enter, purchase any item from this Active Lifestyle Catalogue 2016 and register your details in store. Two (2) pairs of Gold Tickets to State of Origin Game II in Brisbane on the 22/06/2016 and two (2) Fitbit Flex Wireless Wristbands to be given away. Entries close 29/05/2016. See in store for full Terms and Conditions.

Display accessories shown in photographs throughout are not included in the price. Some of our featured products list a ‘value’ or ‘save’ figure with the price. This value is determined by our suppliers and/or Malouf Pharmacies. All items in this catalogue have been included in good faith on the basis that the goods, as described, will be available at the time of sale. A failure by a supplier to deliver in accordance with the sample described, or at all, or other unintentional causes, may result in some items being unavailable. Some items may not be available at all stores. Limited rights reserved. Catalogue on sale from Monday 9th May 2016 to Sunday 29th May 2016 or until sold out. Proprietors: RG Malouf, IG Malouf, LR Bray, JG Malouf, JS Riordan, Adam Cartwright Investments Trust, Picker Pharm Pty Ltd, JD Macfarlane Pharmacy Trust, Michelle & Wayne Pty Ltd, Jeppan Pty Ltd, Glenny Pty Ltd, David Lyons Pharmacy Pty Ltd, NL Malouf, PD O'Reilly, Jervis Pharm Pty Ltd, Benxdispense Pty Ltd, LA Malouf.

connect with us
maloufpharmacies.com.au

Proud to be a locally owned and operated company supporting Queenslanders for over 50 years.